Abstract-This paper describes an analytical study of synchronous logic gate design based on hybrid structure with MOS and resistive switching non-volatile memories (RS-NVMs). This type of structure allows ultra-low power consumption during power down, while often-used data are saved in RS-NVM cells. The parallel data sensing achieves low-power and fast computation time. The logic gate construction theory, from Boolean equation to hybrid MOS/RS-NVM tree, is deeply detailed. Read and write design guideline, regarding RS-NVM and MOS resistance balance are investigated. Practical implementation is given through transient simulations based on two memory technologies: STT-MRAM and OxRRAM to validate the concept by using CMOS 40 nm design kit and memory compact models.
INTRODUCTION
According to ITRS 2011, static power in modern computing systems, due to the high leakage currents, will start to play the major role of whole power consumption in the next years [1] . In order to relieve this power issue, emerging hybrid circuits based on resistive switching (RS) coupled with CMOS are under intense R&D investigation by both academics and industries. Spin transfer torque magnetic random access memory (STT-MRAM) [2] and Oxide Resistive RAM (OxRRAM) [3] are among the most encouraging technologies. They promise to provide high performances in terms of write/read speed, power, CMOS compatibility and endurance.
Even though these emerging RS memory technologies are based on different physics, they hold many common features. For instance, they are two terminal nanoscale devices; their resistances vary to present two '0' and '1' states; their memory cells are implemented at back-end of line (BEOL) process [4] [5] . In this context, RS non-volatile logic gate (RS-NVLG) based on hybrid technology [6] could open the way towards ultra-low power high density ICs [7] . Moreover, RS-NVLG could also overcome the bottleneck of data communication between separated logic module and memory block. Recently, a number of innovative circuits based on hybrid RS memory/CMOS circuits have been developed. For example, magnetic look-up-table (MLUT) [8] , Non Volatile flip-flop (NVFF) [9] and Non Volatile Full Adder (NVFA) [10] were introduced for reconfigurable logic circuits and power down applications. These circuits show encouraging performances and particularly, a fully NVFA based on racetrack memory has been proposed [11] .
This paper firstly presents a general analytical study to build hybrid MOS/RS non-volatile memories (RS-NVMs) logic gate from Boolean equations. We discuss the resistance configuration effect and their impact on read phase in synchronized hybrid logic gate. The impact of the resistance ratio between MOS and RS-NVMs is also discussed during the programming phase of the RS elements. Finally, demonstration of the concept on fundamental logic gates is given with two memory technologies: STT-MRAM and OxRRAM by using CMOS 40 nm design kit (DK) [12] and our NVM compact models [13] [14] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we introduce a general concept of hybrid MOS/RS memory synchronized logic gates, combining on one side PCSA and on the other side hybrid MOS logic tree with write circuitry to program RS cells. Resistance ratio and their impacts on read and programming phases are discussed in Section III and IV. Together with the RS cell compact models, Section V is dedicated to transient simulation results of fundamental logic gate to demonstrate the concept. Finally, a discussion and concluding remarks are provided in Section VI.
II. HYBRID LOGIC GATE GENERAL ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we introduce the general concept of synchronous hybrid logic gates based on the "logic-inmemory" principle mentioned in [7] with STT-MRAM. It allows a novel combination between logic unit and memory cell beyond Von-Neumann architecture. The distance of data movement becomes much shorter which promises lower power and faster speed. This principle is extended, here, from a theoretical point of view to basic logic gate combined with general RS-NVMs. Synchronous hybrid logic gate structure is composed of three main blocks, as illustrated in Fig.1 : a sense amplifier to set the gate outputs, an hybrid MOS/RS-NVMs tree to implement the logic function and a writing circuit to store nonvolatile data in the RS-NVM elements. Sense amplifier and write circuit are used to interface the gate to the surrounding logic while the logic function is build with the hybrid MOS/RS-NVMs. Here we first focus on the description of the interface elements (sense amplifier and write circuit).
A. Sense Amplifier
In a low-power design context, the choice of the sense amplifier is mainly driven by the following constraints: lowpower consumption, fast sensing time and robustness versus variation. Thereby, we use here a Pre-Charge Sense Amplifier (PCSA) [15] , which showed high performance in terms of reliability, power and speed. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , a PCSA consists of a pre-charge sub-circuit (MP2 and MP3), a discharge sub-circuit (MN2) and a pair of inverters (MN0-1 and MP0-1), which act as an amplifier. It operates in two phases: Pre-Charge phase and evaluation phase. During the first phase, the signal CLK is pulled down and the outputs (Qm and Qm ) are pulled up to V DD or logic '1' through MP2-3 while MN2 remains off. During the second phase, CLK is pulled up, MP2-3 are turned off and MN2 on. As shown in Fig.2(a) , the two hybrid MOS/RS-NVMs branches F and F are in complementary states, thus discharge currents are different in the two branches. The lower resistance branch is pulled down to reach the threshold voltage of transistor (MP1 or MP2) more quickly, at the same time, the other branch will be pulled up to V DD or logic '1' and this low-resistance branch will continue to drop to Gnd or logic '0', setting the outputs of the PCSA.
B. Write Circuit
The write circuit is basically composed of pass-transistors, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) , which connects respectively the top electrode (TE) and the bottom electrode (BE) of the RS-NVM elements. It is important to note that Input1 and Input2 should never be activated at the same time. In this case, to set the RS-NVM element to a low resistive state (R LRS ), Input1 has to be pulled down, then TE is pulled up to Vdda and BE is grounded. Respectively, to reset the RS-NVM element to a high resistive state (R HRS ), Input2 has to be pulled up, then TE is grounded and BE is pulled up to Vdda.
C. Hybrid MOS/RS-NVMs Tree
In a general manner, the logic function F to be implemented is a Boolean function of: -Volatile data or variables that drive gates of MOS transistors, -Non-volatile data or variables that are stored in RSNVMs through a write process. The read process is differential, thus the hybrid logic tree is designed with two branches, one implementing the function F connected to output Qm and the other implementing the function F connected to output Qm. It is important to note that the enable signal for the read process is logic '0', thus we use complemented function to have a direct link between branches organization and Boolean equation. Considering two input basic gates (NAND, AND, NOR and OR), and knowing that synchronous hybrid logic gates present output Qm and complementary output Qm , we can implement "AND and NAND" and "OR and NOR" respectively using two single gates AND and OR respectively. So, to find the branches organization we only may focus on AND and OR Boolean equations as presented in Table I . 
From Table I , considering that one variable is a volatile data and the other is a non-volatile data, it clearly appears that the branches are composed, whatever the basic gate considered (AND, OR, NAND, NOR): -For one branch by two elements (MOS or RS-NVM) connected serially. -For the other branch by four possible forms of parallel and serially connected elements (MOS or RS-NVM). From this observation, Fig.3 shows all the possible architectures of a hybrid AND logic tree with A, a volatile data and B, a non-volatile data.
From a theoretical point of view, any synchronous hybrid logic basic gate can be designed by using one of the four architectures defined in the case of AND gate (see Fig.3 ) to build the hybrid logic tree.
III. ARCHITECTURE SIMPLIFICATION CONSIDERING RESISTANCE RATIO
From a design point of view, the four architectures (Arch.1 to Arch.4), derived from Boolean equations (Table I) , present different characteristics when considering resistance ratios between both branches and between MOS and RS-NVM elements. In this section, the resistance configurations of all the architectures are studied to propose design simplification. For this study, the transistor resistances for the advanced MOS technology are estimated to R ON =~10 kΩ and R OFF =~10 GΩ according to [12] . Even RS-NVMs hold common behavioral features, their resistive characteristics are quite different and it is important to develop design strategies to manage these differences. For STT-MRAM, its low resistance (R LRS ) is some kΩ and the TMR ratio is lower than 250% [16] , which limits the high resistance (R HRS ) up to ~20 kΩ [17] . For OxRRAM, its R LRS can be larger than 20 kΩ and its R HRS /R LRS ratio achieves up a high value [18] [19] [20] . Regarding these values, it confirms that R OFF of MOSFET is much larger than R HRS .
The Table II , III, IV and V summarize the resistance condition of respectively Arch.1, Arch.2, Arch.3 and Arch.4. In these tables, A='1' corresponds to R ON , A='0' to R OFF , B='1' to R LRS and B='0' to R HRS . R L is the whole resistance of the left branch connected to Qm and R R is the whole resistance of the right branch connected to Qm. According to the explanation in part II.C, when R L >R R output Qm is pulled down to '0', and when R L <R R output Qm is pulled up to '1'. -The two sub-branch activated with A have no contribution on the outputs. Indeed, when A='0' R OFF of the left branch ensures the correctness of the result, and, when A='1' the transistors of these two sub-branches are off while the sub-branch in parallel presents an ON transistor with a dominant effect. -With A='1', the comparisons are both performed between branches presenting a MOS serially connected to a RS-NVM element, and no specific condition on resistance value is thus needed. 
From the analysis, of Table IV , two observations can be founded regarding the right branch:
-The sub-branch composed of the transistor serially connected to the RS-NVM element has no contribution on the outputs. Indeed, when A='0' R OFF of the left branch guarantees the correctness of the result, and, when A='1' the RS-NVM resistance is dominant in the right branch. -The output Qm is properly set to '1' only if the following condition R ON < R HRS − R LRS is respected. 
Finally, from the analysis, of Table V, two observations can be founded regarding the right branch: -The sub-branch activated with A has no contribution on the outputs. Indeed, when A='0' R OFF of the left branch ensure the correctness of the result, and, when A='1' the transistor is off while the sub-branch in parallel presenting an ON transistor with a dominant effect. -With A='1', the comparisons are both performed between branches presenting a MOS serially connected to a RS-NVMs element, and no specific condition on resistance value is thus needed. If we summarize the observations obtained on the four architectures:
-The structures Arch.1 and Arch.3 are equivalent in terms of resistance conditions, and work properly under the condition R ON < R HRS − R LRS , hence these both architectures can be simplified to give a single optimized architecture (Architecture simplified with condition -Arch.sc) illustrated in Fig. 4(a) . -The structures Arch.2 and Arch.4 are equivalent in terms of resistance conditions, and work properly without specific conditions on resistance value, hence these both architectures can be simplified to give a single optimized architecture (Architecture simplified without conditionArch.s) illustrated in Fig. 4 (b). The Table VI and VII respectively validate the efficiency of the simplified structure, which successfully compute the AND Boolean equation. 
IV. EMERGING RESISTIVE SWITCHING NON-VOLATILE MEMORIES (RS-NVMS)
STT-MRAM and OxRRAM are studied as RS-NVMs in the proposed RS-NVLG structure. In the following, we briefly introduce these two technologies and our associated compact models used for the transient electrical simulations. These compact models rely on physical models and are in good agreement with experimental measurements.
A. STT-MRAM technology principle and compact model
MRAM cells integrate a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) consisting of a thin insulating barrier (i.e. MgO) separating two ferromagnetic (FM) layers [ Fig. 5(a) ]. Thanks to the tunnel magneto-resistance (TMR) effect [16] , its resistance, R P or R AP , depends on the relative orientation, Parallel (P) or Anti-Parallel (AP), of magnetizations in the two FM layers.
STT is a promising switching mechanism that gathers high power efficiency and fast speed [2] . This basic physical mechanism enables profoundly simplifying CMOS circuitry compared with conventional magnetic field switching, as only a bipolar current is required [ Fig. 5(b) ]. MTJ switches as the passing current exceeds a given critical current noted I C0 . Recent progress demonstrates that perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) in CoFeB/MgO structures [13, 17] provides a high-energy barrier E to face the thermal instability of inplane anisotropy. It also presents the advantages of lower threshold current, higher speed operation and higher TMR.
The CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB STT-MTJ compact model [13] was used to perform the transient simulation with CMOS circuits, which includes related static, dynamic and stochastic behaviors and experimental parameters [16] [17] . It allows innovative circuits dedicated for STT-MTJ to be validated [21] . Table VIII shows the critical parameters used in the model. Fig. 6(a) ]. The MIM structure is generally composed of metallic electrodes sandwiching an active layer, usually an oxygen-deficient oxide. A large number of resistive switching oxides, like HfO 2 , Ta 2 O 5 , NiO, TiO 2 or Cu 2 O, have been reported in the literature [18] [19] [20] . After an initial electroforming process, the memory element may be switched reversibly between a High Resistance State R HRS, and a Low Resistance State R LRS . In the case of bipolar switching addressed in this paper, bipolar voltage sweeps, over specific threshold voltage (V SET and V RESET ), are required to switch the memory cell [ Fig. 6(b) ]. Even if OxRRAM technology is still in its infancy, it is broadly accepted that the field-assisted motion of oxygen vacancies often plays a predominant role in bipolar resistance switching [22] . The proposed OxRRAM modeling approach, deriving from a unipolar model [23] , relies on electric fieldinduced migration of oxygen vacancies within the switching layer. This model enables continuously accounting for both set and reset operations into a single master equation and demonstrates its flexibility to match static (switching voltages, current levels) and dynamic behaviors of the most aggressive component from literature [24] . Tables IX summarizes the cell operation parameters for short programming pulse used for the OxRRAM-based transient simulations. [12] and STT-MRAM and OxRRAM NVM compact models, described in part IV. As mentioned above, hybrid logic gates need to be carefully designed to respect resistance ratio between left and right branches. Therefore, the whole simplified structures (here, we take the results presented for AND gate as an example) must be simulated for reading and programming phases. All the MOS transistors are designed with minimal size except for write circuit where the current need to be higher to ensure NVM cells' programming.
A. Architecture validity on read phase
Assuming that NVM cells are well programmed, we performed the transient simulations of hybrid logic gate ( Fig.  2(a) ) where F and F are replaced by the structures Arch.1, Arch.2, Arch.3 and Arch.4 (Fig. 3) . The results prove that truth table of the four architectures is always right if resistance comparison between left and right branches is respected (see Tables 2, 3 and 4) . Hence, we can simulate the simplified structures (Fig. 4) For simulation with STT-MRAM, an error appears when both A and B are in '1' state, which corresponds to the critical case, where R ON < R HRS − R LRS must be true. Indeed, as mentioned in section III, R HRS value of STT-MRAM is inferior to R ON , which imply that the previous condition is not respected. On the contrary, OxRRAM technology gives higher R HRS (here, R HRS ≈ 35kΩ) while maintaining relatively low R LRS value (here, R LRS ≈ 10kΩ) and confirming correct AND operation for the whole truth table. To solve this issue for STT-MRAM, we show in section III that a second simplified architecture [Arch.s, Fig. 4(b) ] can replace Arch. 1 to 4. Transient simulation results of this structure confirm that using STT-MRAM and more generally any structure where R HRS >R LRS , always give correct results with Arch.s due to the differential sensing between left and right branches of our structure.
Moreover, as the sensing operation only depend on resistance comparison between left and right branches, it can be interesting to reduce the voltage during operation. Fig. 8 shows the simulation results of Arch.sc with OxRRAM NVM cells for a reading voltage equal to 0.75V instead of 1.0V.
These results prove that our simplified RS-NVLG always works even if lower reading voltage is applied while condition 
B. Architecture validity on read phase
Finally, it is important to note that a precise programming phase is essential to protect the circuit's functionalities. Indeed, the programming phase, i.e. the current and/or voltage across NVM cells, will fix the resistance values of R HRS and R LRS . Hence, the sense amplifier need to be disconnected to the left and right branches of the structure (adding one switch transistor on each branch) when NVM cells are programmed in order to prevent current leakage through outputs. Moreover, as emerging NVM technologies, like STT-MRAM and OxRRAM, suffer from important process variation [8] , variability can be important for R HRS and R LRS values thus write circuit transistor size and Vdda must be adapted to ensure the largest resistance ratio. We show that we can keep the same Vdd voltage (1V) using Arch.sc with OxRRAM cells while over-sizing write transistors.
Due to its non-volatility, standby-power of this synchronous logic gate design can be significantly reduced. It also has advantageous performances in terms of data transfer energy (<fJ/bit) thanks to the shorter distance between memory and computing unit. Although its speed of operation (1 ns) is just comparable to that of conventional CMOS only structure, its density can also be improved by 3D integration of NVM. Furthermore, as the programming frequency of NVM is considerably lower than the computing frequency, the switching power plays an insignificant role in the whole power consumption [25] .
VI. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE
This paper describes an analytical study of synchronous logic gate design based on hybrid architecture with MOS and resistive switching non-volatile memories. From the theory of Boolean equations, we show that two input basic gates (NAND, AND, NOR and OR) can be implemented with very simple structures with a few numbers of MOS transistors and two RS-NVMs. The differential sensing process between the two branches of the structure allows different optimized solutions according to the resistance values of the NVM cells. By using our STT-MRAM and OxRRAM compact models, we successfully simulated AND logic structure as an example to validate the functionality of RS non-volatile logic gates during both the reading and programming phase. The prototypes are under development in our groups. 
